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hirality is observed across all biological sysright circularly polarized light can potentially
tems, providing a specificity wherein the
quantify molecular chirality.
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Our work provides a tool for future studies
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10 times lower than absorbance measured in
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scanning microscope4 with
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absor pt ion of m id-IR
light provides information about the sample’s
molecular composition at
each pixel, the differenLeft: Schematic showing generation of left and right circularly polarized light states in the infrared (IR)
tial absorption of left and
using a photoelastic modulator. Right: IR absorbance images, two recorded VCD images, and histologically
stained images of two cores from a tissue microarray with normal (J5; bottom row) and cancer-bearing
(B5; top row) colon tissue. Scale bars: 250 µm.
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